
 
 

     MY LUCKY ELEPHANT is an October, 2014 LVCA dvd donation to the Hugh 

Stouppe Memorial Library of the Heritage United Methodist Church of Ligonier, 

Pennsylvania. Below is Kino Ken’s review of that dvd film. 

 

Thailand   2012   color   91 minutes   live action feature dramedy in English 

Producers: Puntip Limrungroj, Ed Neumeier, Margaret Quitter, Carey Westberg, 

Sunan Warakarn, Oscar Delgado, Randy Blocker, Mark Ellsworth, Tony Lupo, 

Mike Pignatiello   Analog Pictures LLC 

 

9 of a possible 20 points                                                              ** of a possible ***** 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates a juvenile performer 

Points: 

1            Direction: Eric Schwab 

0            Editing: Andrea Zondler, Eric Schwab 

1            Cinematography: Scott Galinsky 

2            Lighting 

1            Written by: Eric Schwab 

1            Music: Patrick Schmitz, Rainer Quado, Jan Andrees 

1            Production Designer: Siriwan Lohacheewa 

1            Sound: Peter Brown (Designer), Sakda Thawoensak, Tobias Toppe, 

              George Pereyra, Joe Dzuban (Mixer), Craig Mann (Mixer) 

0            Acting 

1            Creativity 



9 total points 

 

Cast: First Khunchan (Boy Mahout), Tanyarat Pradittan  

(Oh, a girl with an elephant), Charlie Sungkawess (Charlie S.),  

Wallop Thearathon (Painting Instructor), Georges Levillain 

(Jean Jaque, art critic), Pongsanart Vinsiri (a villain), 

Tanapath Si-Ngamrat (Bob, another villain), Nutjaporn Swasdiprem 

(veterinarian), Pawir Chantanimi (Forest Manager), others 

 

     MY LUCKY ELEPHANT is a movie designed to feature the real relationship 

between a trained elephant and a young boy who cares for him. The boy is 

First Khunchan, about seven years old. According to the script, his parents 

left him with a grandparent and went off to find employment in an urban 

area. Caretaker grandparent dies, leaving the boy homeless and 

unprotected. To survive, First accepts any job which might be within his 

capability. One day he discovers a seemingly parentless baby elephant. Using 

food as a bribe, the waif quickly domesticates it. With the pachyderm as 

cheap assistant, First convinces the overseer of a timber cutting project to 

add him to the payroll. Elephant works for food alone. How First can manage 

daily feedings of that creature on his meager salary is a mystery left 

unresolved by the script.  

     Once surrounding jungle has been thoroughly defoliated, boy and helper 

must move on. Eventually, partners land a position at some kind of nature 

reserve where they provide tourist transport. That ends when approaching 

rainy season drives off visitors. Forced to relocate again, First decides 

reluctantly to heed adult advice to look for more secure jobs in the city of 

Bangkok. 

     This move provides versatile views for cameraman, too, who takes 

advantage of skyscrapers and bazaars to enliven the background. For a few 

days, upcountry duo earns cash as Lucky dances to the beat of street 

musicians. Onlookers are amused and charitable. One observes an 

inclination by the performer to mess about with paint. He gives First a card, 

proposing the lad visits a local art center with his talented comrade. 



          Then, to add excitement, bumbling ivory thieves note substantial tusks 

on First’s companion. They lure boy and beast from a crowded night market 

to a remote warehouse in the suburbs. There the criminal pair attempt to 

make off with Lucky while his owner slumbers. But the child awakens in time 

to foil their scheme. Liberated from behind a locked gateway by Lucky, First 

resumes his seat atop the gigantic herbivore and sets off in search of safer 

territory. Recalling the card handed him, First resolves to check out the art 

center identified on it.  

      To First’s surprise, the wanderers are provided with a pleasantly easy 

regular assignment by the supervisor of this artwork exhibition 

establishment: Lucky paints to First’s directions. His abstractions initially fail 

to draw interest from patrons. However, when a noted art critic stops by one 

day to inspect animal artistry, his attention focuses on Lucky’s painting. It’s 

radically different from academic still lifes created by favored designated 

“master painters.” He’s fascinated, willing to pay a hefty price to own a Lucky 

original. His enthusiasm makes the rebel artist a magnet for charitable 

onlookers. First’s income skyrockets. 

     In attendance at the same place is Oh. She’sa teenage girl with her own 

female elephant and a grudge against First for causing her to lose a former 

job and home. At first hostile to the newcomers based on earlier unfortunate 

events, she gradually accepts their presence, though remaining less than 

wildly encouraging about their creations. She certainly doesn’t want to be 

forced to again vacate premises because of First and Lucky’s lack of 

discipline. 

     Will Oh and First ever become friends? Can they remain together in their 

current haven? Watch the rest of the movie to find out. 

     Crafted for elementary school and nursery age children, MY LUCKY 

ELEPHANT is unfortunately not suitable for many of them due to some 

bloody violence, a strong expletive, one racy scene involving female body 

art, and an art instructor’s penchant for trivial use of God’s name. As  

entertainment for older kids aged nine and up, the movie is satisfactory.  



     Due to a cast of amateurs, acting alternates between clichéd (the adults, 

for the most part) and competent, but unexceptional (Oh, First and various 

child extras).  

     With minimal dialogue, a direct plot devoid of flashbacks, and attractive 

location scenery, the movie supplies atmosphere likely to charm and 

maintain interest of child viewers. Crooks are incompetents, police 

ineffective, instructors perplexed. Just the sort of things that delight middle 

graders.  

     Cinematography is satisfactory, with some occasional long shots and 

overheads of superior quality. Lighting is generally excellent in support, 

though some instances of fuzzy soft focus detract from overall 

craftsmanship.  

     While sound recording is mostly acceptable, some dialogue is smeared or 

lost due to performers attempting line delivery in a foreign language with 

which they are not totally comfortable. Sound effects are consistently 

rendered capably. 

     More disconcerting is editing which suppresses details. It utilizes bursts of 

hyperkineticism, segues lacking time lapse cues, and displays an utterly 

indefinite geography. Audiences never are informed exactly where the 

protagonist is, how much time has passed between scenes, or what distances 

are being traversed during travel transitions. There’s no attempt to trace for 

spectators the real route taken by Lucky and his friend between any two 

consecutive locations. This gives the movie a fairy tale grounding rather than 

a realistic one, something further reinforced by obtrusive and unnecessary 

narrated introduction and epilogue.       

     Production design meets story requirements, but reveals budget 

constraints. These result in only marginal showcasing of Thai culture, 

torpedoing potential sales to the educational market.  

     Although its music score is apt and upbeat, melodies lack distinctiveness 

and potency. 

     Only a theatrical trailer is offered as a bonus on the dvd. Additional 

background biological, environmental and cultural featurettes are absent. 



This is a shame, since they would enhance the product as an educational tool 

for youngsters. 

     MY LUCKY ELEPHANT is recommended, nonetheless, as an engaging 

diversion, particularly for children ages 9-12. Its exotic locales and appealing 

lead characters (First and Lucky) should prove adequately enticing to them.   

 


